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Abstract. This paper reflects on the author’s experience of embedding human
factors and macro ergonomics content as part of an MSc Organizational Psychology program within a business school. The pedagogical underpinning of the author’s Systems Thinking and Consulting Practice module is explained and key
features that have been employed to engage students from a variety of backgrounds discussed. The key challenges encountered, including practical, institutional and disciplinarily issues are outlined. The paper concludes with suggestions for positioning human factors and ergonomics teaching to appeal to a broad
range of students.
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Introduction

This paper reflects on my own experience of embedding human factors and macro ergonomics content as part of an MSc Organizational Psychology program within a business school. The topics are covered as part of a 15 credits module (Systems Thinking
and Consulting Practice) designed to introduce students to Socio-Technical Systems
Thinking (STST) as an overarching framework for considering human-technical work
systems.
The opportunity for students to encounter human factors and ergonomics topics and
methods within organizational psychology/occupational psychology masters programs
in the UK has diminished. Finding ways to present the content in a way that engages
an increasingly diverse student profile on such programs, in addition to the need to
structure modules to draw a larger cohort to ensure operational viability within a business school environment presents challenges. I will discuss the approach I have taken
to tackle such a scenario, the practical challenges encountered and the potential I see
for broadening the appeal of human factors and ergonomics to students from other disciplines.
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Systems Thinking and Consulting Practice Module

2.1

Approach and Pedagogy

The module reflects the research interests and projects of myself and colleagues, using
STST as a consistent lens through which to consider the various topics. Reflecting the
core STST philosophy on which it draws [1, 2, 3, 4], the module is designed to be multidisciplinary, drawing students from both the MSc Organizational Psychology in addition to Engineering, Geography and Physics programs. This diverse student cohort is
designed to promote cross-disciplinary knowledge sharing and to demonstrate the value
that different skill and knowledge sets can bring to the discussion of complex problems.
The module is structured around traditional lecture delivery, accompanied by small
group seminars to discuss practical case studies and scenarios in depth. The module
attempts to engage students in the topics and demonstrate the relevance to contemporary business. This is supported through incorporating interactive sessions run by human factors and applied psychology consultants, sharing their experience working on
real projects and as part of multi-disciplinary consulting teams. In addition, a group
assignment requires students to work in multi-disciplinary teams to analyze the BP
Deepwater Horizon oil spill using a human factors framework e.g., Accimap [5], STS
Hexagon [6], to generate practical recommendations and to present their findings in a
consultancy style.
The practical case study application and consultancy orientated approach to the module was instrumental in building interest from program leaders in other departments in
the university. The structure of the module enables demonstration of transferable skills
relating to: research methods; analysis techniques and frameworks; cross-disciplinary
working; synthesis of technical and academic resources, and; translation of findings for
business audiences. The transferable skills are valuable to other social science and technical disciplines who need to demonstrate program level learning and skills outcomes
to their accreditors. Furthermore, the nature of human factors and ergonomics as discipline areas help to ensure that students from both technical and more behavioral backgrounds find terminology and approaches that are familiar to them, helping to anchor
them as they approach more novel material.
2.2

Key Research Topics Used to Engage Students

The material covered on the module reflect my own and colleague’s interests. The lecture sessions are designed to focus on a specific project or case study that the lecturer
has undertaken. The majority of projects relate to industrially funded or supported
work, helping to reinforce the business relevant nature of the human factors and macro
ergonomics topics to which they relate. The wide variety of application areas help to
illustrate the cross-cutting relevance of socio-technical and ergonomics ideas. The key
topics that the module is structured around include:
 System failure analysis and prediction using socio-technical frameworks and techniques [7]. This includes coverage of traditional accident analysis topics [5], in addition to consideration of business system failures [6];
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 The design of physical workspace, in particular examining the challenges of designing contemporary open plan offices that support knowledge work [8];
 Technology and software design and the management of attendant change, in particular considering the application of socio-technical principles [3, 4];
 The design of tele-health solutions and approaches for modeling and evaluating competing scenarios [9];
 The application of macro ergonomics approaches, behavior change and socio-technical principles to promote environmental sustainability [10, 11, 12];
 Approaches to crowd management and the modelling of crowd behavior in routine
and emergency situations [7, 13];
 Information acquisition and knowledge sharing behaviors, with particular consideration to the context of design engineers and their social networks [14].
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Practical Challenges

A number of practical challenges in designing and delivering a human factors and ergonomics module that runs across a series of programs and faculties have been encountered. One particular challenge concerned the difficulties that arose due to students arriving with varying knowledge bases from different disciplines and backgrounds, with
differing expectations regarding teaching styles and assessment formats. Whilst a key
aim of the module is to introduce students to cross-disciplinary working and to equip
them with the toolset to engage in this effectively, this can be more difficult for some
students when the educational environment is significantly different to that which they
are used to.
The institutional environment within UK business schools means that there is pressure to ensure that modules are attractive to greater numbers of students. The popularity
of business degree programs, particularly at post-graduate level, has driven a focus on
efficiencies of teaching. With finite staff time and higher student numbers to accommodate, there is a danger of modules that are seen as niche (i.e., attracting small numbers of students) being cut. This is particularly relevant to human factors and ergonomics modules which are likely to be run as part of specialist organizational psychology,
or related behavioral programs, that attract smaller student numbers than general management programs. This context challenges us to consider how we increase the number
of students on such modules, maintaining the core human factors and ergonomics
knowledge base whilst simultaneously making the material accessible to a variety of
disciplines.
Furthermore, a specific threat is posed to the coverage of human factors and ergonomics teaching within UK MSc Organizational Psychology programs. The effective
downgrading of human factors and ergonomics within the British Psychological Society’s QOcc Psych (Qualification in Occupational Psychology) Stage 1 [15] and the
concomitant reduction in emphasis within accredited courses poses an existential threat
to the understanding of human factors and ergonomics within the organizational psychology profession. Whilst the changes to the QOcc Psych are welcome in that they
allow institutions to increase coverage of topic areas that they are specialists in, it also
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provides cover for program teams to abdicate teaching topics that they consider difficult
to resource.
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Positioning Human Factors and Ergonomics to Appeal to
Students Across Disciplines

My experience over the past 10 years of teaching human factors and ergonomics to
psychology students has reinforced to me both the need to, and value in, teaching multidisciplinary groups. As previously discussed, I believe that there is a pressing need to
broaden the appeal of human factors and ergonomics, to ensure financial viability of
modules within business school environments. I also believe that the pedagogical and
practical value of teaching human factors and ergonomics ideas to students from diverse
backgrounds make this beneficial to students also.
Designing and redesigning the Systems Thinking and Consulting Practice module to
improve and respond to student feedback has yielded insights into student perceptions.
This experience leads me to make a number of suggestions regarding how human factors and ergonomics may be positioned to attract interest from a broad range of student
groups and in particular to appeal to students from business/social science disciplines.
These suggestions include:
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Emphasizing transferable analytic skills and methods;
Demonstrating application across a range of domains and problems;
Including business case studies and very practical applications;
Incorporating multi-disciplinary working;
Building in practitioner interaction and industrial speakers;
Making the inclusion within organizational psychology programs a positive point of
differentiation.

Conclusion

Human factors and ergonomics contributes greatly to the knowledge base of organizational psychologists and remains an important part of their training. The institutional
and broader disciplinary environment poses challenges to traditional ergonomics modules on MSc Organizational Psychology programs. I present a research centred and
skills based approach to teaching human factors and ergonomics, an approach that emphasizes and makes a virtue of the multi-disciplinary profile of the student cohort. Human factors and ergonomics provides a valuable toolkit and mind-set for approaching
a diverse range of problems for students from many backgrounds. This broad applicability offers a route to both extending the impact of human factors and ergonomics, in
addition to supporting the future viability of modules and programs.
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